In this paper, an innovative approach is proposed for integration of descriptions regarding multimedia content collections. The proposed method has been applied to audiovisual content clusterings, which were extracted using different algorithms. With the support of low level features, obtained with further algorithms, all input clusterings are characterized and then merged in a new integrated clustering. The proposed method performs the integration taking into account the relative cluster size (granularity) and the element relationships among clusters. The experimental results show that the initial information of input clusterings is preserved in the resulting integrated clustering, both in terms of distribution and semantics. They also show that the amount of information available in the resulting clustering increases in terms of low level features.
Introduction
Research works on multimedia content analysis mainly focus on the extraction and characterization of digital documents at different semantic levels. Low level feature extraction (color, shape, spectrum, etc.) allows, for example, efficient retrieval and browsing of multimedia contents. Moreover, low level features are often jointly used to generate high level information with the intent to fill the "semantic gap" which represents the difference between automatically generated content description and the User expectations [6] .
A relevant aspect of content analysis is the clustering of documents (or sub-segments of them) into groups according to one or more similarity criterion. This operation allows fast content browsing providing the user with a hierarchical representation of content relationships. Considering that different algorithms usually generate different clustering results, it is interesting to identify how these different outputs can be integrated. More in detail, given a generic multimedia content (a movie shot decomposition, a set of pictures, etc.) and given several algorithms for metadata extraction, the classification metadata provided by such algorithms for that content are compared and processed to obtain a structured, exhaustive and co- herent description of all metadata available for the given content.
A general approach for metadata integration was already proposed in a previous work for segment decomposition of videos [2] . In this paper, another relevant aspect of the content analysis is considered: the element clustering of multimedia collections. Since different algorithms usually generate different clustering results for the same collection, it is worthwhile identifying how these different outputs can be integrated. Usually, these outputs are at different semantic levels: some algorithms perform the clustering using a set of low level features, other ones interact with the user for the semantic characterization, etc. Hence, the descriptions provided by such algorithms for a certain content are compared and processed in order to obtain a structured, exhaustive and coherent description of all metadata available and also to decrease the semantic gap as much as possible. The paper is organized as follows. A preliminary cluster characterization, in terms of granularity, structure and low level features, is shown in Section 2. Therefore, a method for clustering integration at different levels of granularity is presented in Section 3. Finally, after some experimental results (Section 4), conclusions and future works are reported (Section 5).
Let's suppose to apply a certain clustering method M to a set of audio-visual elements, for instance shots, images or audio clips. The result consists of a set of clusters whose elements have similar features, according to the used clustering method. Due to the fact that the clustering algorithm is not known, we need to extract some features to characterize each clustering as a whole. Thus, we analyze how each cluster can be described by using additional information extracted from features associated to cluster elements.
General aspects of clustering
A cluster method M produces a Cluster Distribution D usually with a tree structure of clusters. Some examples are reported in Figure 2 . From the cluster distribution, some parameters can be extracted.
• Range -Each cluster consists of a set of elements.
The range is the gap between the minimum number of elements in a cluster (L min ) and the maximum one (L max ).
• Granularity Factor -The granularity indicator g is given by the mean number of elements of clusters:
where N e is the total number of elements and N c the total number of clusters. For example, if N e = 251 and N c = 10, the resulting granularity factor is g = 25.1. Or if N e is the same and N c is set to 45, the resulting granularity factor is g = 5.58. In general, high granularity factors (g = 25.1) correspond to distributions with a small number of clusters (Figure 2 a.) while low granularity factors (g = 5.58) correspond to distributions with a big number of clusters (Figure 2 b.).
• Granularity Level -Each granularity factor corresponds to a specific level of granularity. For instance g = 25.1 can be associated to granularity level l = 0 (Figure 2 a.) while g = 5.58 to granularity level l = 1 (Figure 2 b. ). In general, high granularity factors corresponds to low granularity levels and viceversa. The granularity level, with the corresponding granularity factor, provides information about clusterings comparability.
A set of elements can be clustered at different levels, as shown in Figure 2 
Cluster characterization
Given a clustering distribution D, obtained with a given clustering method M , each i−th As the purpose of this work is the clustering integration, all element features F ij of a certain cluster can be merged together in order to better characterize the cluster, or, in other terms, in order to have another cluster features ( F i ) in addition to the semantic ones (S i ).
In an audio-visual context, low level features refer to color, pattern and so on. In order to optimize the low level integration, we should consider all possible types of low level features and then define the optimum integration method for each one on them. This approach has a couple of risks: it is difficult to implement and the effort could not produce a real gain. So, the most intuitive approach is the computation of the center of mass and the variance of all features F ij of the elements E ij , for each cluster C i . The center of mass provides the characteristic low level features of the considered cluster C i while the variance provides an indicator of the reliability of the obtained features for such cluster.
3 Clusterings integration . Therefore, we need a method to fix granularity level factors of D x , given the two input distributions D 1 and D 2 . In the integration algorithm, the low level features play a fundamental role because they represent the discriminant factor of cluster integration. On the other hand, the original cluster distributions, provided by methods M 1 and M 2 , should be preserved as much as possible. Hence, the integration should be performed at cluster level, not at elements level, with the support of low level features. If the integration is performed only at elements level, we could lose information provided by M 1 and M 2 and, from a practical point of view, we would simply apply a new clustering method, which are presumably different from the features used by methods M 1 and M 2 . In the clustering characterization of Section 2.2, we analyzed that, in addition to semantic features S i already available for each cluster C i , the elements features F ij are combined, using equations (2), to characterize, with F i , each cluster C i at cluster level. It follows that the integration is performed, where it is possible, using F i in order to preserve the clustering information provided by
The developed system is shown in Figure 3 . It is totally MPEG-7 compliant. Each part of the system is explained in the following Sections.
Granularity evaluation
Before integrating cluster distributions D 1 and D 2 , an evaluation of their relative granularity is required. Essentially, we need to understand if D 1 and D 2 belong to the same level of granularity. For this purpose a threshold is defined as: • Both g 1 and g 2 are under or above threshold, which means that D 1 and D 2 have clusters at the same granularity level. In this case, the integrated distribution D x has one level of granularity (l x = 0).
• The granularity factor g 1 is under threshold and g 
Integration method
Given D 1 and D 2 at one level of granularity (hypothesis), we consider the worse case: the integration creates a merged cluster distribution D x at two levels of granularity (for instance, Figure 2 
c.). A merged distribution D
x at one level of granularity is a debauched case, as explained in previous Section.
In the proposed approach, the integration is performed in two steps: level 1 integration and level 0 integration (Figure 3 (2) are applied and { F x1 i } are generated.
Integration at level 0 (l
Suppose that distribution D 1 has the highest granularity factor. The integration at level 0 is performed in some steps.
• Using equations (2) 
clusters which are at different levels of granularity. Therefore, a processing is required in order to prune clusters at lower granularity level.
• A probability is associated to each cluster C 
si is the number of sub-clusters of C 3 i . We observe that the probability p 3 i is equal to zero when the cluster C 3 i is equal, in terms of elements, to a cluster C x1 i at level 1.
• Pruning operation consists of the elimination of clusters with probability p 
Experimental Results
The considered content for testing is a video news from Portuguese TV, which is a video called "Jornal da noite" [10] . Its first 25000 frames (about 17 minutes) have been decomposed in shots using algorithm [3] ; the resulting number of shots is 163. For each shot, one keyframe has been extracted with the same method used in [1]. Finally, for each keyframe three different types of visuallow level descriptors have been extracted with MPEG-7 eXperimental Model [9] : EdgeHistogram, RegionShape, ScalableColor [7] . These low level descriptors correspond to the input features F of the developed integration system (Figure 3 ). They are used by the system to merge the input clustering distribution D 1 and D 2 . Afterwards, three different clusterings method are considered.
• Clustering made by hand (M 1 ): each shot is classified according to a set of classes chosen by the user (each class is characterized by its own semantics). • Clustering method M 2 obtained with algorithm [4] : given a set of pre-annotated shots, a clustering is performed using the vector quantization.
• Clustering method M 3 obtained with algorithm [5] : the user can choose the clustering criterion among a wide set of pre-computed MPEG-7 descriptors and, then, he/she can annotate each obtained cluster through the interface. For testing, we considered two separate criteria:
1. CameraMotion [7] and AudioSpectrumCentroid
2. ScalableColor and DominantColor [7] .
In the fist case, we considered different types of features compared with the input features F (EdgeHistogram, RegionShape, ScalableColor), in order to test the generality of the proposed integration method. In the second case, we considered visual features in order to test if the proposed method provides better performances with features of the same type.
If we apply these three clustering methods to the set of shots previously obtained, we achieve the cluster distributions
is obtained by applying criterion 1 while D 4 by applying criterion 2). Their cluster characterization is summarized in Table 1 , where N c is the number of clusters, [L min , L max ] the range of elements for clusters and g the granularity factor. Besides, each considered clustering method provides a semantic description S i for each cluster: with method M 1 , each cluster is classified according to the classes chosen by the user A (Table 4) ; method M 2 maintains the original shot semantics (Table 5) ; the interface of method M 3 allows the user to annotate each cluster (Table 6 for user B and criterion 1 and Table 7 for user 3 and criterion C).
The integration algorithm has been tested for some couple of clustering methods:
The probability threshold for integration at level 0 is set p th = 0.7. In Table 2 (Table 1 ). This result suggests that the cluster distribution at higher granularity level provides the most contribution in the integration process.
To further validate the obtained results, let's analyze the semantics. The considered audio-visual content for testing is a video news. The "anchorman" is a common label of the clusters for all distributions ( ). Finally, we observe that, during the integration process, the semantics of each cluster S i has been characterized by the low level features ( F i ). So, at the end the process, the amount of information carried by the integrated clusterings is noticeably increased in terms of low level features as well.
Conclusion and future works
The proposed method represents a first approach for clustering integration. The method merges two clustering dis- tributions obtained with different techniques, using low level features given by further techniques (Figure 3 ). The integration process evaluates the granularity levels of the input clusterings, integrates the low level features in order to characterized the clusters, performs the integration at each granularity level and, finally, evaluates the cluster distribution of the output clustering.
The experimental results show that the merged cluster distribution preserves the original semantic information given by the input cluster distributions and increases the quantity of information, in terms of semantics and low level features. The results are not interesting when the quality of the input cluster distributions is low. Instead, when the external features used for the integration process are comparable with the features used by the clustering methods of input distributions, the quality reasonably increases.
Future works will investigate how to improve the weak aspects of the integration just outlined and how to improve the semantics results. It could be also worthwhile using of ontologies to better characterized the semantic terms.
This treatment considers only two granularity levels, so a possible future study consists of its generalization at n granularity levels. A further generalization can be done by considering each cluster as a general element of a given structure that has to be integrated with an other structure. The development of a general methodology could be supported by the previous work about segment decomposition [2] where each segment represents a general element of a given structure. Besides, in order to obtain a higher integration reliability, different types of low level features (color, shape, pattern, etc.) can be opportunely combined.
